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NEW QUESTION: 1
Sophie created a query and now wants to print a report from the query. What must Sophie do
before she can print the query results?
A. Link her query to a base template using the Query Generator.
B. Link her query to a base template using the Query Print Layout tool.
C. Link her query to a base template using the Print Layout Designer.
D. Link her query to a base template using the Query Manager.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option E
B. Option D
C. Option C
D. Option A
E. Option B
Answer: A,C,E
Explanation:
By default, switches send the output from system messages and debug privileged EXEC
commands to a logging process. The logging process controls the distribution of logging
messages to various destinations, such as the logging buffer (on RAM), terminal lines (console
terminal), or a UNIX syslog server, depending on your configuration. The process also sends
messages to the console.
Note: Syslog messages can be written to a file in Flash memory although it is not a popular
place to use. We can configure this feature with the command logging file flash:filename.

NEW QUESTION: 3

You are developing a solution that requires serverless code execution in Azure.
The solution has two functions that must run in a specific order.
You need to ensure that the second function can use the output from the first function.
How should you complete the code? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer
area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
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